Evolutionary. Intelligent.

And absolutely brilliant!

Introducing GemX™
IntelliFresh® Coffee Brewing
System with FreshTrac®

Your coffee program has
never looked better

Exclusively from Curtis

More than a coffee brewer.
A true thinking machine.

Sitting atop a proud
lineage of Gemini®
Satellite Brewing Systems
stretching back almost 40
years, GemX represents
the new pinnacle of
Curtis innovation.

Serving great coffee amid the bustle of a thriving
foodservice business isn’t easy. It’s essential.
But what if you didn’t have to think about all the steps
that go into making a perfect brew? Or worry about
having fresh product ready across all your dayparts?
What if there was a brewer that thinks for you, making
perfectly hot, totally fresh and delicious coffee with the
push of a button? Each brew with impeccable, exacting
flavor that meets SCA Golden Cup Standards. One
that lets you monitor freshness at a glance — without a
second thought. An innovation combining exceptional
brains and uncommon beauty.

From convenience stores
to hotels, restaurants,
roasters, or specialty
coffee houses, GemX
is designed to power a
superior coffee program
— boosting traffic, easing
labor and delivering
a better customer
experience in every cup.

Introducing the Curtis GemX.

Embrace the neXt
evolution in gourmet
coffee brewing.

G4 GemX Single and Twin Brewers

GemX Twin and Single
Remote Stands shown
with 1.5 Gallon GemX
Satellite
G3 GemX Twin and Single Brewers

Press once for
great coffee

Hot, fresh
technology

Delicious, perfectly hot and fresh coffee not only keeps
customers coming in… it keeps them coming back. It also
cuts waste and helps preserve profits.

From simple operation to precise fine-tuning of recipes,
Curtis innovation infused into the GemX makes brewing
gourmet coffee easy for all skill levels.
Select from your choice of two digital systems.

G3 GemX

Embodying decades of coffee brewing expertise,
the GemX features essential thermal efficiency and
IntelliFresh® technology to help keep coffee at its ideal
temperature regardless of the volume in the satellite.
–– Digitally controlled minute pulses of heat maintain
freshness without cooking

G4 GemX

–– Universal Control Module –– A large 4.3” touchscreen
features an easy-to-read,
features an icon-driven
true-green LED display
interface that streamlines
and simple interface
and simplifies operation
–– Provides precise, digital –– On screen instructions
fine-tuning of the brewing
provide fast, intuitive
process and complete
training and real-time
control over pre-infusion,
feedback on the brewing
pulse-brewing, water
process
bypass and more
–– Self-diagnostics alert the
–– Pre-set, one-touch global
operator for preventive
recipes
maintenance
–– One-touch setting of
brew recipes

–– Encapsulated “brains” inside each satellite include four
sensor points that constantly
monitor brew level and status
–– When moved to remote
GemX stands, GemX satellites
maintain the same freshness
“intelligence”

Go for the golden

An innovation
for freshness
Equipped with Curtis’s evolutionary
FreshTrac® technology, GemX satellites
streamline labor by letting you track coffee
freshness from across the room.
No guesswork. No distracting alarms. Just
fresh, great-tasting coffee all day long.
The secret is a simple, intuitive yet highly
intelligent LED system:

With GemX, expect nothing less than exceptional. This
brilliantly designed machine creates a brew that meets
exacting SCA Golden Cup Standards, delivering the full
flavor of the artisan roasts
discriminating customers crave.
It offers:
–– Preprogrammed gourmet
recipes
–– A specially designed spray
head and brew cone that
create ideal turbulence to maximize coffee extraction
and minimize liming
–– IntelliFresh® and FreshTrac® technology to ensure coffee
freshness and flavor

During the brewing phase, LEDs flash. Then
gradually increase as the GemX Satellite fills
with fresh coffee.
LEDs glow solid when brewing is complete
and a full vessel of coffee is ready to
serve — progressively deactivate as volume
decreases.
At the end of the pre-set freshness time,
LED lights change color and begin to flash
indicating it’s time for a new brew.
LEDs can be color-customized in red, yellow,
green or white to suit your operational
needs and preferences.

BREWING
Indicated by flashing lights that build with volume.
Solid lights decrease as coffee is dispensed

BREWING COMPLETE
LEDs solid

FRESHNESS/VOLUME EXPIRED
Indicated by flashing

SATELLITE EMPTY
Indicated by flashing

Brilliant design,
elegant styling

We’ve thought of
everything and more

GemX truly reflects the beauty behind the brew with a
striking, streamlined form factor that offers an array of
brilliant design features:

Along with ingenious engineering inside and out, GemX offers smart
design touches that add tremendous versatility and convenience to
your operation:

–– No sight glass to break or discharge heat

–– Sloping design for full evacuation of the satellite

–– Sweeping radiused corners

–– Fast flow hot water faucet

–– An elegant sloping chamfered top

–– Articulated faucet guard

–– Sleek side panels with ventilation louvers in back

–– Locking lid and brew cone to prevent accidental spills

Chamfered Top

–– A textured honeycomb face for a, sophisticated look
–– A modern, minimalistic LED display
You’ll be proud to put this gorgeous brewer on display
in your operation. But be ready for the comments—and
compliments—from your patrons.
Rear Facing Louvers

Integral USB port for updates and recipe
standardization across multi-unit operations. (G4 models only)

Fast Flow Hot Water Faucet
Articulated Faucet Guard

Sweeping Radiused Corners

GemX represents Curtis at its best
GemX reflects the ultimate in innovation from a company with over 75
years of coffee brewing expertise. Curtis.

Carry the day
Whether you need to serve lots of coffee or different
coffees to meet the demands of your customers and
dayparts, GemX smart satellite servers make it easy.
–– Exceptional thermal efficiency and IntelliFresh® System
keeps coffee fresher longer
–– GemX stands can be placed wherever needed to create remote serving stations allowing GemX satellites
to carry the same freshness “intelligence” as when on
the brewer
–– Full dispense
satellite faucet with
easy to clean design

Our associates appreciate and understand what coffee quality is all
about, and it keeps us on the edge of new brewing and dispensing
technology.
As GemX proves, we’re always pushing the boundaries, so you can
offer more to your customers and continue to build a highly successful beverage program.

Locking Satellite Lid
with Brew-Thru Design

Integral Reinforced Handles

Beauty. Brains.
And brewing perfection every time.
Feature

Benefit

Intuitive FreshTrac® LED System

Communicates coffee freshness and volume from across the room —
with no distracting alarms.

Renowned IntelliFresh® Technology

A unique, thermally efficient design that uses digitally controlled
gentle pulses of heat to keep coffee at the perfect temperature.

Pre-Set, One-Touch Global Recipes

Brews a gourmet coffee profile right out of the box.

G3/G4 Technologies

Choice of two digital systems to power superior coffee programs.

Elegant, Sophisticated Design

Adds major counter appeal.

Satellite Sloping Design

Allows for full evacuation. Makes it easier to empty and keep clean.

Articulated Faucet Guard

Helps prevent accidental damage.

Washable Design

Speeds cleanups.

Self-Diagnostics

Resolve issues faster and reduce service calls.

Fast-Flowing Hot Water Faucet

For instant beverages, soups and other needs.

USB Port (G4)

Easily update firmware. Helps standardize recipes and maintain
consistency across multi-unit operations.

Louvers in Back of Unit

Sleek side panel design, maximizes counter space.

Locking Lid and Brew Cone

Helps prevent accidental spills.

Featured Models

G4

G3

Accessories

Single

G4GEMXSIFT63A1000

Single

GEMXSIFT63A1000

Satellite

Twin Stand

Single Stand

Twin

G4GEMXTIFT10A1000

Twin

GEMXTIFT10A1000

GEM3XIFT

GEM5XTIFT

GEM5XSIFT

For more information, contact your local Curtis Representative.
Wilbur Curtis Co., Inc. / 6913 Acco Street / Montebello CA 90640
800.421.6150 / 323.837.2300 / Tech Support: 800.995.0417
www.wilburcurtis.com /
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